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The T Cell Surface—
How Well Do We Know It?
antigens identified in this way were Thy-1, which was
of key importance for delineating T and B lymphocytes,
and Ly-1 and Ly-2/3, which led to the discovery of dis-
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tinct T cell subsets. The rate at which leukocyte surfaceVeronique M. Braud,2,4 Sarah L. Rowland-Jones,2
antigens, of humans in particular, were identified wasAndrew J. McMichael,2 and Simon J. Davis1,*
transformed in the 1970s by the application of the mono-1Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine
clonal antibody approach to the problem (Williams etThe University of Oxford
al., 1977). This relied on the xenogeneic immunizationJohn Radcliffe Hospital
of mice with leukocyte membrane preparations and suc-2 Medical Research Council Human Immunology Unit
ceeded immediately at clarifying the molecular com-Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine
plexity of these mixtures, allowing the identification ofThe University of Oxford
both minor membrane antigens and proteins expressedJohn Radcliffe Hospital
on small populations of leukocytes.Headington
The development of an extremely efficient expressionOxford OX3 9DU
cloning method (Seed and Aruffo, 1987) revolutionized3 The Richard Dimbleby Department of
the identification of the genes encoding these antigens.Cancer Research
Although the rate of cloning new genes slowed consider-Cancer Research UK Laboratory
ably in the last decade (Barclay et al., 1997), at the mostRayne Institute
recent Human Leukocyte Differentiation Antigen (HLDA)St. Thomas’s Hospital
Workshop held in July 2000, the total number of clustersLambeth Palace Road
of differentiation (CD) antigens identified on leukocytesLondon SE1 7EH
reached 247. Over 100 additional antigens will be con-United Kingdom
sidered for CD designation at the next workshop. Ap-
proximately 80% of the known leukocyte cell surface
antigens defined thus far, including type I and II mem-Summary
brane proteins and GPI-anchored molecules, have char-
acteristic, modular extracellular protein domains be-The overall degree of complexity of the T cell surface
longing to 19 different protein superfamilies (Barclay ethas been unclear, constraining our understanding of
al., 1997). A further 3% of leukocyte antigens lack theseits biology. Using global gene expression analysis, we
domains but are characterized by the presence of eithershow that 111 of 374 genes encoding well-character-
four (e.g., Fc receptor subunits) or seven (i.e., G protein-ized leukocyte surface antigens are expressed by a
coupled receptors) transmembrane domains.resting cytotoxic T cell. Unexpectedly, of 97 stringently
Cell surface biology increasingly seems to be charac-defined, T cell-specific transcripts with unknown func-
terized by the ensemble behavior of cell surface pro-tions that we identify, none encode proteins with the
teins, necessitating, at the very least, insights into themodular architecture characteristic of 80% of leuko-
overall complexity of these systems. The emerging viewcyte surface antigens. Only two encode proteins with
of leukocyte interactions, for example, is that these are
membrane topologies found exclusively in cell surface
controlled by the cooperative movement and interac-
molecules. Our analysis indicates that the cell type-
tions of a relatively large set of molecules, initially at a
specific composition of the resting CD8 T cell surface scale below the resolution of confocal or deconvolution
is now largely defined, providing an insight into the fluorescence microscopy (Davis and van der Merwe,
overall compositional complexity of the mammalian 1996; van der Merwe et al., 2000), which culminates in
cell surface and a framework for formulating system- the formation of am scale structure called the immuno-
atic models of T cell surface-dependent processes, logical synapse (Grakoui et al., 1999; van der Merwe et
such as T cell receptor triggering. al., 2000). More generally, it is recognized that the spatial
microcompartmentalization of protein kinases and phos-
Introduction phatases, some of which are cell surface molecules,
underlies the complexity and specificity of signal trans-
Our understanding of cell surface biology and immuno- duction (Mochly-Rosen, 1995). On the other hand, the
logical phenomena have been driven, to a considerable discovery of single proteins with novel activities can
extent, by the characterization of proteins expressed at also have considerable impact on our understanding of
leukocyte cell surfaces, which remain the best-charac- these systems. An example of this is the transformation
terized of all mammalian cells. Early work was limited of our understanding of costimulatory signaling, which
to the characterization of murine surface antigens via the can determine the course of immune responses, by the
analysis of allotypic differences between inbred mouse recent discovery of the T cell surface antigen, ICOS
strains (reviewed in Williams, 1977). Among the early (Hutloff et al., 1999). For these reasons, it will be of great
importance to know when, for given cells and tissues,
the discovery process has been completed and the de-*Correspondence: sdavis@molbiol.ox.ac.uk
velopment of systematic, quantitative models of cell sur-4Present address: CNRS UMR 6097, Institut de Pharmacologie Mo-
leculaire et Cellulaire, Sophia Antipolis, 06 560 Valbonne, France. face function can be undertaken.
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Genome sequencing has opened up the possibility of has been characterized. Our initial goal was to show
that the methodology efficiently detects transcripts en-systematic compositional analyses of complex biologi-
cal systems. However, relatively few technologies fully coding cell surface molecules. We then established
stringent criteria for identifying a set of transcripts thatexploit this opportunity by allowing the characterization
and simultaneous, discovery-driven analysis of entire are highly CTL specific compared to nonimmune tis-
sues. Our objective was then to define, using this set,transcriptomes. Global gene expression analyses, as
currently embodied in microarray technology, will clearly the ratio of known versus previously unknown surface
molecules (i.e., those encoded by uncharacterizedplay a key role in the future (reviewed by Shaffer et al.,
2001; Staudt, 2002; Staudt and Brown, 2000), but these cDNAs and EST clusters). Our analysis focused on the
transcriptome of a human CTL clone in order to avoid theand other closed architecture systems are limited to
retrospective inquiries and by the extent to which tran- confounding effects of gene expression heterogeneity.
scriptome coverage has been achieved. In the light of
current uncertainty regarding the actual number of Library Construction and Properties
genes in the human genome, and the somewhat poor Clone 32, isolated from the blood of an asymptomatic,
consensus between ab initio gene prediction methods untreated HIV-infected East African woman, recognizes
(Hogenesch et al., 2001), it may be some time before all the HIV-1 polA peptide ETAYFILKL bound to the A6802
human genes can be confidently sampled using this MHC class I molecule (Figures 1A and 1B) in a CD8-
methodology. independent manner (Figure 1C). FACS analyses done
Open gene expression profiling methods such as dif- at the time of library preparation, 4 weeks after the final
ferential-display PCR and serial analysis of gene expres- expansion, indicate that clone 32 has the phenotype of
sion (SAGE), on the other hand, require no a priori knowl- a conventional resting CD8T cell insofar as it expresses
edge of the genes likely to be of interest (Green et al., CD2, CD3, CD5, CD8, CD11a, CD43, CD132, HLA-DR,
2001). SAGE is based on the generation and high- and CD45RB (see Supplemental Figure S1 and Supple-
throughput sequencing of short (e.g., 14 bp) tags from mental Data at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/content/
single, fixed positions in individual cDNA transcripts full/19/2/213/DC1). As expected, the cells also express
(Velculescu et al., 1995). SAGE has already been used markers indicative of previous antigen exposure, i.e.,
to compare differential gene expression patterns in a CD38, CD45RO, CD69, CD70, and CD95. PCR-based
variety of leukocyte populations, including CD4 T cell HLA haplotyping confirmed that the cDNA used for li-
subsets (Nagai et al., 2001; Zelenika et al., 2002), mono- brary construction was not significantly contaminated
cytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells (e.g., Hashi- with transcripts from feeder cells used in culture (Figure
moto et al., 1999) and intraepithelial lymphocytes (Shires 2A): the clone’s HLA-B42 and -B45 alleles were readily
et al., 2001), and to follow gene expression changes amplifiable, whereas only one of four feeder cell-specific
during HIV-1 infection of CD4 T cells (Ryo et al., 1999). alleles gave any detectable product (B44). Dilution anal-
Perhaps the most important advantage of SAGE, how- ysis showed that the library is 100,000-fold enriched for
ever, is that, because large numbers of tags can be B42 (clone) versus B44 (feeder) transcripts (Figure 2A).
sequenced efficiently, the method can be used to probe A total of 71,174 SAGE tags, representing 20,204 dis-
very deeply into cellular transcriptomes. tinct sequences (excluding linker-derived tags) were
We have used SAGE to characterize the expression identified in a library prepared from the cDNA. Assuming
of genes encoding known cell surface molecules by a 300,000 transcripts/cell (Velculescu et al., 1999) and bi-
human CD8 cytotoxic T cell clone and show that 111 nomial sampling, all transcripts constituting 0.008% or
of these genes are expressed in this cell. We also show more of the transcriptome (i.e., those expressed at 22
that, although 45% of the moderately to highly abun- or more copies/cell) were sampled with 95% confi-
dant, stringently defined CTL-specific transcripts have dence. Log scatter plots versus cerebellum (Riggins and
yet to be ascribed any function, a surprisingly small Strausberg, 2001; Figure 2B)- and CD56CD3 NK cell
number of these uncharacterized transcripts encode line (unpublished data; Figure 2C)-derived libraries con-
proteins with transmembrane domains, and that none firmed sample purity: granulysin and RANTES tran-
of these have the modular architecture characteristic of scripts constitute approximately 1% of the total tran-
the great majority of leukocyte surface antigens. This scripts in the clone 32 and NK libraries but are not
indicates that most, if not all, of the cell type-specific present at all in cerebellum, whereas the expression of
proteins expressed on the human resting CD8 T cell the NMDA glutamate receptor 2C is restricted to brain
surface have been identified, providing an insight into tissue (Figure 2B). Similarly, CD3 and CD158 (KIR fam-
its overall complexity. In the course of our analysis we ily) transcripts exhibit reciprocal expression in the clone
also show that tissue-specific gene expression in the 32 and NK cell libraries (Figure 2C). The ability of SAGE
T cell stratifies with protein functional class, that tissue- to accurately mirror transcript abundance according to
level regulatory changes accompany the activation and/ Northern blot analysis or real-time PCR has been con-
or lineage commitment of CD8 and CD4 T cells, and firmed by others (Shires et al., 2001; Velculescu et al.,
that the least well-characterized part of the T cell-spe- 1997).
cific transcriptome encodes signaling molecules.
Transcripts Encoding Cell Surface Molecules
Expressed by Clone 32Results
SAGE tags for all 247 CD antigen clusters defined at the
Seventh HLDA Workshop (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/prow/We used the SAGE method to estimate the extent to
which the resting cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) surface guide/45277084.htm; Mason et al., 2001), except those
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Figure 1. Characterization of CTL Clone 32
Cytolytic Activity
Standard 4 hr 51Cr release cytotoxicity
assays.
(A) Autologous B cell targets given no antigen
(), pulsed with specific peptide (), or in-
fected with a modified Vaccinia virus ex-
pressing the polA protein () or an irrelevant
protein (nef,) were mixed with clone 32 CTL
at the indicated effector:target (E:T) ratio.
(B) B cell targets were pulsed with the indi-
cated concentration of peptide and mixed
with clone 32 or clone N at an E:T ratio of 8:1.
Clone 32 targets were A6802 B cells pulsed
with peptide ETAYFILKL, and clone N targets
were B35 B cells pulsed with the influenza
peptide ASCMGLIY.
(C) B cells pulsed with 0.1 M peptide were
mixed with clone 32 or clone N as in (B), in
the presence of anti-CD8 antibody.
containing carbohydrate or uncharacterized antigens, per 100,000 (see Supplemental Table S1). This set of
transcripts included all of the principal T cell markers,were obtained using the SAGEmap Unigene-to-Tag
mapping database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE; Lash i.e., each of the TCR/CD3 components, CD2, CD5, CD6,
CD8, CD11a (LFA-1), CD43, CD45, and CD53. CD18et al., 2000), with manual curation of the matches where
necessary. CD antigens for which a tag matched several, tags were found at high levels in the library, but one of
these matched several other genes, preventing abun-unrelated transcripts were excluded from further analy-
sis, as these tags are likely to be found in many libraries dance determination. The absence of CD28 is generally
characteristic of antigen-experienced human cytotoxicand may represent a different transcript in each case.
Tags specific for T cell receptor transcripts and for the T cells and particularly of CTL clones. Transcripts en-
coding CD150 (SLAM), CD152 (CTLA-4), CD154 (CD40L),genes that will be considered for CD status at the Eighth
HLDA Workshop (www.hlda8.org/PotentialCDs.htm) were and ICOS were absent or only weakly expressed, consis-
tent with the resting phenotype of the clone. The ab-also included.
Of 374 transcripts encoding cell surface molecules sence of B cell (e.g., CD19, CD20, CD21, CD22) and
myeloid (e.g., CD14, CD32, CD33) lineage-marker tagsthat were examined in this way, 111 were present in the
clone 32 library, at levels of 1.5 to almost 200 tags confirmed the purity of the starting population and the
Figure 2. Assessment of the Quality of the
Clone 32 SAGE Library
(A) HLA-typing PCR analysis of clone 32
cDNA used to produce the SAGE library.
Clone 32 expresses HLA-B42 and -B45,
whereas the irradiated mixed feeder cells ex-
pressed the other four alleles tested (A2, B27,
B35, and B44). Numbers over each lane refer
to the fold dilution of cDNA used in the PCR
reactions. Control PCR reactions in the ab-
sence () and presence () of HLA-A2 cDNA
are shown.
(B and C) The abundance of each SAGE tag,
per 100,000 tags, in the CTL library is plotted
on a logarithmic scale against that in libraries
from normal cerebellum (B) or CD56 CD3
NK cells separated from PBL using magnetic
beads (C). Absent tags are assigned a value
of 1 tag per 100,000. Red and green symbols
represent tags that are significantly more
abundant in clone 32 (p value  0.05 by AC
test) and the second library, respectively. La-
beled tags are from transcripts whose ex-
pression is expected to be restricted.
Immunity
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Figure 3. Proportion of CTL-Specific Tran-
scripts in Each Functional Class at Each Ex-
pression Level
SAGE tags significantly more abundant (p
value 0.05 by the AC test) in the CTL library
compared to normal cerebellum were cate-
gorized by functional class and with regard
to (A) fold difference in expression in clone
32 compared to cerebellum and (B) overall
tag abundance (per 100,000 tags) in the clone
32 library. Functional classes are: E, soluble
effector molecules; CS, cell surface mole-
cules; S, signaling molecules; AP, antigen
presentation; T, transcriptional regulation;
Cy, cytoskeleton related; CC, cell cycle or
viability related; P, protein synthesis related;
and O, other.
absence of feeder cell-derived transcripts. The cerebel- genes with known function; Figure 4A, left) implied that
this initial pairwise comparison reflected, to a significantlum was characterized by large numbers of transcripts
encoding CD56 (NCAM), CD90 (Thy-1), CD230 (prion degree, the nonproliferative properties of cerebellum,
rather than cell type-specific differences. To avoid thisprotein), and CD231 (TALLA-1). The reciprocal expres-
sion of transcripts encoding CD3 components and most complication, we subtracted transcripts that were not
significantly more abundant in clone 32 than in a secondNK cell inhibitory receptors is the most striking differ-
ence between clone 32 and the NK cell line (unpublished library prepared from a proliferating tissue, ovary epithe-
lium (Riggins and Strausberg, 2001). This reduced thedata).
set of transcripts to 758 in total and the fraction involved
in protein synthesis from 24% to 20% (Figure 4A, center).
Identification of CTL-Specific Transcripts
A final filter involved comparisons with a panel of 12
A series of pairwise comparisons with unrelated SAGE
different tumor-derived SAGE libraries (Riggins and
libraries was used to identify CTL-specific transcripts,
Strausberg, 2001). We reasoned that transcripts present
using Audic-Claverie (AC; Audic and Claverie, 1997) or
in two or more of these libraries, at more than one-third
2 tests of statistical significance (see Experimental Pro-
their level in the clone 32 library, are more likely to be
cedures). The robustness of our method was verified by
linked to cell proliferation than any immune-specific
examining the properties of the known genes present
function. This final step reduced the list of CTL-specific
at each stage of the selection procedure.
transcripts to 387, among which only 5% of the 202
An initial comparison with cerebellum indicated that
known genes are involved in protein/mRNA synthesis
1098 transcripts are significantly more abundant (p 
(Figure 4A, right).
0.05) in clone 32 than in this tissue (Figure 2B). These
Overall, the three-step selection process only elimi-
transcripts were categorized according to the function
nated 59 transcripts with known immune function from
of the encoded protein, where this is known, using Ref-
the initial list. Most of these are expected to be ex-
Seq (Pruitt and Maglott, 2001), Unigene (Schuler et al.,
pressed in nonimmune tissues, e.g., those encoding
1996), and LocusLink (Pruitt and Maglott, 2001) annota-
MHC molecules and proteasome subunits (data not
tions, or the literature (Supplemental Table S2). An unex-
shown). Thirty-four of the transcripts encoding known
pectedly simple pattern of stratified differential gene
cell surface molecules survived the selection procedure,
expression emerged when we examined the relationship
including 17 of the 18 principal T cell markers detectable
between protein functional class and differential expres-
in the library (i.e., TCR, 1 and 2, CD3	,  and 
, CD2,
sion level for the set of known transcripts within this
CD5, CD6, CD7, CD8, 1 and 2, CD11a [LFA-1],
initial pool (Figure 3A). Highly differentially expressed
CD45, CD53 and CD247 []). The only exception was
(8-fold) clone 32 transcripts with known functions are
CD43 for which the tag count fell just below the cutoff
dominated by those encoding cell surface receptors,
for significance when compared to cerebellum (see Sup-
signaling proteins, and soluble effector molecules,
plemental Table S1 at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/
whereas transcripts that are less differentially expressed
content/full/19/2/213/DC1).
(4-fold) are mainly restricted to housekeeping func-
tions, particularly protein synthesis. In contrast, there is
no apparent relationship between functional class and Characterization of CTL-Specific Transcripts
At each stage of the selection process, the CTL-specificabsolute levels of transcript abundance (Figure 3B). The
relatively high degree of differential expression of tran- transcripts were categorized as having (1) a known im-
mune function, (2) some other known function, (3) knownscripts encoding cell surface molecules is significant as
it implies that these transcripts will generally be identifi- sequence but no characterized function (fully se-
quenced cDNAs or hypothetical proteins), (4) incom-able at the depth of our sampling of the clone 32 tran-
scriptome. plete known sequence (i.e., from ESTs only), (5) no
matches to Unigene, or (6) multiple matches. For eachThe inclusion of a large number of transcripts involved
in protein/mRNA synthesis and processing (24% of the dataset, 42%–45% of CTL-specific transcripts have yet
Composition of the Human T Cell Surface
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Figure 4. Function and Extent of Character-
ization of CTL-Specific Transcripts
Three sets of increasingly stringently defined
CTL-specific SAGE tags were identified as
those significantly more abundant (p value 
0.05 by AC test) in the clone 32 library com-
pared to libraries derived from normal cere-
bellum (left) and ovary epithelium (center),
and those that are also not found at similar
levels (i.e., at least one-third their level in CTL)
in more than one of 12 tumor libraries (right).
SAGE tags were assigned to transcripts, and
these transcripts were then categorized ac-
cording to the broad function of their protein
products (A) and level of characterization (B)
using LocusLink, Unigene, and RefSeq data-
base entries. Functional classes (A) are as in
Figure 3. Characterization classes (B) are: K,
known immune function; O, other known
function; U, uncharacterized cDNA; E, EST
cluster; N, no true Unigene match; M, multiple
true matches.
to be assigned any clear function (Figure 4B). The rela- mains, three others appear to encode cell cycling pro-
teins, four encode domains linked to rearrangementstive invariance of this fraction suggests that, regardless
of how tissue specificity is defined, assuming that all the of the actin cytoskeleton, and another encodes a BAR
domain-containing protein (associated with vesiclenonmatching tags correspond to bona fide transcripts,
only 55%–60% of the differentially regulated, moder- transport). Finally, four transcripts encode domains as-
sociated with mRNA processing and protein synthesisately to highly abundant transcripts in the resting T cell
transcriptome have been characterized. At the highest while three have domains associated with other
housekeeping functions (Supplemental Table S3).level of stringency, more than half the known, CTL-spe-
cific transcripts encode cell surface molecules (27%) or The remaining 27 tags linked to transcripts with un-
known function matched Unigene clusters containingsignaling/adaptor proteins (29%, Figure 4A, right). An addi-
tional 29% of the transcripts are evenly distributed be- only EST sequences. Possible full-length sequences
were generated and open reading frames identified fortween those encoding soluble effector molecules (7%),
transcriptional regulators (8%), antigen processing and these clusters (Supplemental Table S4). Only seven of
the encoded proteins have recognizable domains, i.e.,presentation molecules (7%), and cytoskeletal elements
(7%). Of the remaining highly CTL-specific transcripts, a probable G protein-coupled receptor, two G protein-
related signaling proteins, a probable Zinc finger-con-11 (5%) encode proteins involved in protein/mRNA syn-
thesis and 19 (9%) have other miscellaneous functions. taining transcription factor, an RNA-editing domain-
containing protein, a metabolic enzyme, and the Ly49LStandard bioinformatics tools were used to screen
the set of 97 stringently defined CTL-specific transcripts pseudogene. Tags not matching any Unigene cluster
are currently being investigated. Thus, in contrast tomatching Unigene clusters but lacking any prescribed
function for transcripts encoding transmembrane re- transcripts encoding the principal T cell markers, 17 out
of 18 of which survive the selection procedure, none ofgions or known modular domains. Putative complete
open reading frames were available for 70 of these tran- the 97 stringently defined CTL-specific but uncharacter-
ized transcripts encode proteins with the modular extra-scripts (Supplemental Table S3). Fourteen of these have
one or more transmembrane domains, only two of which cellular domains characteristic of leukocyte surface an-
tigens.also contain a signal peptide (Table 1). The putative
proteins encoded by these transcripts give weak
matches to Claudin, GRAM, DNAJ, and GTPase-like do- Comparisons with Other Leukocyte Libraries
The similarity of the clone 32 and NK cell libraries (Figuremains. One previously uncharacterized transcript en-
codes a protein that has the seven transmembrane pass 2C and Supplemental Table S1) prompted comparisons
with other, publicly available, leukocyte-derived librariestopology characteristic of G protein-coupled receptors
(Table 1) and is therefore likely to be a cell surface prepared from ex vivo-activated Th1- and Th2-polarized
CD4 cells (Nagai et al., 2001), anti-CD8 bead-purifiedmolecule. The presence of a Claudin domain in another
molecule is suggestive of expression at the cell surface, CD8 cells, and negatively selected NK cells (Obata-
Onai et al., 2002). Pearson correlation coefficients de-as these domains are seen in, e.g., tight junctions. How-
ever, the match is weak (E value 0.02) and only extends rived from comparisons of these libraries, which give a
global view of similarities between such datasets, areover 75% of the Claudin profile and therefore may not
be genuine. Of the other transcripts containing open shown in Figure 5A. Our clone 32 and NK libraries yielded
a correlation coefficient (0.783) similar to that for com-reading frames, 11 apparently encode signaling or adap-
tor proteins (Table 1), three encode DNA binding do- parisons of ex vivo-purified CD8- and NK cell-derived
Immunity
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Table 1. Uncharacterized CTL-Specific Proteins Containing Putative Transmembrane Helices or Signaling Domains
Tag Count
Tag Sequence (per 100,000) Unigene Cluster Accession No. Domains
Transcripts Encoding Transmembrane Helices
ACCATTGGAT 103 146360 NM_003641 2 TMH
CATTTACTCT 32 17109 NM_004867 1 TMH
GACTTGGCCT 30 16291 AK057590 2 TMH
ATAAACAGAT 28 334825 AK027658 coiled-coil, 1 TMH
CTCCTCCAAG 27 15284 BC028076 3 TMH
AGCAAGAAAC 19 107393 NM_019895 3 or 4 TMH/Claudina
TGTTGACTCTb 19 8882 CAP3 contig 1 Signal peptide, 7 TMH/GPCR-like receptor
TACGAGGCCG 17 16165 NM_007267 10 TMH
TGGGGCCGCA 17 288455 AK026923 7 TMH
GATGAAAAGG 16 343473/172847 NM_005528 DNAJ, 1 TMH
AGGCCACTGG 11 323634 NM_024070 Signal peptide, 1 TMH
GACAGATGGA 11 83575 BC014077 GRAM, 1 TMH
CTTCTTTCCA 10 259737 NM_020179 1 TMH
GGGCGCCTGG 8 159955 NM_130759 MMR GTPasea, 1 TMH
TTCTCAAGAA 8 37189 NM_007069 NLP/P60a, 1 TMH
Transcripts Encoding Signaling Domains
CACCCAATGG 65 110121 NM_012455 Sec7-like GEF, PH
GAACCGTCCTb 47 123164 AW512177 TBC
TAAGGACGAG 33 238707 NM_024901 DENN (AEX-3)
TGCAAGAGAG 30 238954 AL832852 RhoGAP
GGAGCTTGAG 27 288316 NM_022107 Proline-rich, GoLoco
GGTAGAACTA 27 61469 NM_018990 SH3, SAM
AGGCTCCGTG 27 196914 D86976 RhoGAP, CDC15, PKC C1
GGCGGGGCCA 17 54985 AB002301/BC003646 Protein kinase (PK), PK extension, PDZ domain
TGCCAATTAAb 16 165337 AI990569 GTPase (Rab-, Rac-, Ras-, Ran-, or Arf-like)
GTGTTAAATC 13 16229 AB037794 JAB/MPN
ACCTGCAGGC 11 147066 BC016615 GTPase (Rab-, Ras-, or Rho-like)
TTTGGGACCC 11 270 NM_004288 PDZ
CAGGTTAAGC 8 99877 BC028068 SH2
Transcripts that have been sequenced but whose functions have not been characterized, which match tags classified as CTL specific using
the three-stage method described in the text, were analyzed using BLAST, SMART, InterProScan, and the conserved domain search tool at
NCBI (see Experimental Procedures). Those predicted to have one or more putative transmembrane helices (TMH) by TMHMM2 (run via
SMART) or that contain putative signaling domains are listed. Domains found in each protein are also listed in order from the amino to the
carboxy terminus.
a Indicates matches to incomplete domains that might therefore be false hits.
b Tag matched ESTs only.
libraries (0.776) and for libraries previously generated cell comparison yielded a similar high correlation coeffi-
cient (0.736), which was somewhat larger than that ob-from the same tissue, cerebellum, in separate labora-
tories (0.781). The clone 32 and ex vivo-purified CD8 tained for the comparison of our NK cell line with the
Figure 5. Comparisons of Leukocyte SAGE
Libraries
(A) Pearson correlation coefficients for pair-
wise comparisons of the clone 32 and NK cell
libraries with libraries generated from ex vivo-
purified CD8, NK, and CD4 cells.
(B) The abundance of each SAGE tag, per
100,000 tags, in the clone 32 library is plotted
on a logarithmic scale against those in librar-
ies from CD56 CD3 NK cells (left), com-
bined activated Th1 and Th2 CD4 T cells
(center), or normal cerebellum (right). In each
case, the numbers of tags 8-fold more
abundant in clone 32 (red) or the other library
(green) are shown.
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ex vivo-purified NK cells (0.638). Overall, this analysis spond to transcripts encoding a higher proportion of cell
surface molecules than tags matching uncharacterizedconfirms the impression obtained by visual inspection
sequences, as neither EST nor cDNA sequencing oughtof the scatter plots (Figure 2C), i.e., that NK- and CD8
to be biased against such transcripts. Overall, therefore,T cell-derived libraries are very similar.
our results strongly suggest that the immune-specificIn marked contrast, comparisons of the clone 32 or
protein composition of the human resting CD8 T cellex vivo-purified CD8 cell libraries with the CD4 cell
surface is largely defined.library yielded much lower correlation coefficients
An obvious and important caveat concerns the extent(0.480–0.576), which overlap those obtained for compar-
to which the entire pool of transcripts encoding cellisons with the cerebellum library (0.401–0.500). These
surface molecules was sampled in our 71,174 tag SAGEdifferences are borne out in log scatter plots (Figure 5B).
library. To our knowledge, this is the first analysis of theUsing an 8-fold elevated expression threshold, which
expression of a very large set of genes encoding cellseems to represent a cutoff identifying the majority of
surface molecules in, effectively, a single cell. We didphenotypically important molecules (Figure 3A), 561
not anticipate that all of the transcripts encoding eachtranscripts are preferentially expressed in clone 32 ver-
of the principal T cell markers would be detected, orsus the activated CD4 T cell (Figure 5B, center). A
that all but one, CD43, would survive the three-stagecomparable number of transcripts (631) are preferen-
selection procedure. The detection of these transcriptstially expressed in clone 32 versus cerebellum (Figure
by our method is unlikely to be due to uniformly high5B, right), in contrast to 166 transcripts for the NK cell-
expression of these particular genes, however, as inclone 32 comparison (Figure 5B, left). This implies that
general they are moderately expressed and their expres-tissue-level reprogramming may accompany the lineage
sion varies by more than two orders of magnitude. More-commitment or activation, or both, of CD8 and CD4
over, the abundance of the known transcripts is likelyT cells.
to be representative for cell surface molecules in general
since (1) most genes encoding these molecules wereDiscussion
identified on the basis of protein abundance or antige-
nicity rather than high mRNA expression levels, and (2)We have characterized the expression of a set of 374
there is essentially no correlation between protein andgenes encoding leukocyte cell surface molecules in a
transcript levels for medium- to low-abundance tran-human cytotoxic T cell clone and show that it expresses
scripts such as those considered here (i.e., the correla-111 of these genes. According to our analysis, summa-
tion coefficient is 0.4; Gygi et al., 1999). In addition,rized in Figure 6, the T cell surface appears to be domi-
our analysis suggests that, as a group, genes encodingnated by relatively large molecules, including integrins
cell surface molecules tend to be highly differentiallyand proteins with mucin-like segments, and by proteins
expressed (Figure 3A). Generally, this level of differentialwith seven transmembrane domains. A striking correla-
expression is detectable with a high degree of statisticaltion exists between abundance and functional impor-
certainty at the depth of our sampling. Therefore, whiletance within this set of transcripts: proteins with the
we cannot formally rule out the possibility that an entirely
most critical roles in initiating adhesion and T cell activa-
new class of T cell-specific, weakly differentially ex-
tion, such as CD2, LFA-1, the T cell receptor, the core-
pressed transcripts encoding cell surface molecules ex-
ceptor, CD8, and CD45, are all encoded by the 20%
ists, this seems unlikely since none of the genes encod-
most highly expressed transcripts for cell surface mole- ing surface molecules already known to be critical for
cules. It is likely that the set of polypeptides shown in the function of T cells, with the possible exception of
Figure 6 represents an upper limit to the complexity of CD43, are expressed in this way. Conversely, had there
the T cell-specific composition of the CTL surface given been large numbers of transcripts encoding new pro-
that 28 of the transcripts are expressed at levels of 3 teins with the modular architecture and expression
copies/100,000 or less. We are presently unable to place properties of known cell surface proteins, our level of
these molecules within the context of broadly expressed sampling would have ensured that many of these would
or housekeeping cell surface molecules as our approach have been identified.
was directed at identifying known and unknown immune An unrelated issue concerns the extent to which our
specific genes. This is nevertheless of considerable in- results, obtained with clonal T cells, are generalizable.
terest and is being investigated. We have no evidence that clone 32 is not a typical CTL.
Our most important observation is that of 97 strin- It has potent cytotoxic activity and expresses all of the
gently defined, T cell-specific transcripts with no known genes encoding the effector molecules known to be
function, none encode proteins with the modular archi- present in resting CTL, including the chemokines
tecture characteristic of 80% of leukocyte surface anti- RANTES, Mip1 and Mip1, granulysin, perforin, and
gens. We did find two transcripts encoding unambigu- the granzymes A, B, H, K, and M, in addition to all of
ous surface receptors, each with the architecture of G the expected surface markers. Forty-nine of the fifty
protein-coupled receptors (i.e., seven transmembrane most abundant tags in the library generated from ex
domains). It might be a coincidence that the only new vivo-purified CD8 T cells (Obata-Onai et al., 2002) are
proteins we have found each have this architecture, or also among the 2.5% most abundant tags in the clone
perhaps genes encoding these types of receptors are 32 library; the only tag that is absent corresponds to an
more difficult to identify via conventional cloning meth- MHC class I allele, which is replaced by an alternative
ods (e.g., due to more limited immunogenicity). There allele with a single base substitution. In addition, global
is no reason to suspect that the 77 additional tags that gene expression comparisons (Figure 5A) indicate that
the similarity of the clone 32 and ex vivo-purified CD8currently do not give matches to any database corre-
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Figure 6. Cell Surface Molecules Encoded by
Transcripts Identified in the Clone 32 SAGE
Library
Schematic representations of the defined and
proposed CD antigens and TCR components
whose expression in clone 32 was detected
by SAGE are shown. The two new seven TM
proteins identified are also included (italics).
The architecture of these proteins is drawn
approximately to scale according to the con-
ventions of Barclay et al. (1997). Unconven-
tional domains or those for which there are
no structures are labeled “?”. The molecules
are colored according to transcript abun-
dance per 100,000: purple, 3; blue, 4–9;
green, 10–27; orange, 28–81; red, 81. Com-
plexes are represented at the level of the most
abundant subunit-encoding transcript.
*Stringently defined, CTL-specific molecules.
‡Five integrin  domains were detected in
clone 32 by our analysis: CD11a, CD49a,
CD49c, CD51, and CD103, which associate
with the integrin  chains CD18, CD29, CD61,
and 7. Tags derived from CD18 and CD61
were found at high levels in the library but
matched several other genes, preventing
abundance determination. Integrin 7 tags
were also present, but this protein has not
been considered for a CD designation. No
tags derived from CD29 were observed, pre-
sumably due to sampling effects.
cell libraries is comparable to that of two CGAP cerebel- highly abundant CTL-specific transcripts have unas-
signed functions, suggesting that relatively large num-lum libraries prepared in separate laboratories (Riggins
and Strausberg, 2001) and greater than that of the two bers of proteins have yet to be incorporated into models
of T cell biology. Sequence data is available for 97 un-NK cell libraries (Figure 5A). We conclude from this that
clone 32 is highly representative of ex vivo CD8 T cells. characterized transcripts (Supplemental Tables S3 and
S4). Since the three-stage selection process used toAn important technical point is that three-stage filtering
of the ex vivo-purified CD8 T cell library (Obata-Onai identify CTL-specific transcripts significantly enriched
for those encoding known cell surface molecules andet al., 2002) results in the loss of, among other genes,
those encoding CD2, CD3
, CD3	, CD81, CD82, and signaling proteins (Figure 4A), the paucity of transcripts
encoding new cell surface molecules and the presenceCD45 from the list of known T cell markers (data not
shown). This is only partly explained by genetic differ- of new signaling transcripts among the 97 uncharacter-
ized transcripts implies that the least well-understoodences (i.e., polymorphisms) in the Japanese and African
populations and more likely results from heterogeneity T cell-specific processes involve intracellular signaling
molecules. We expect that the 13 new T cell-specificin the cell sample used to generate the library (unpub-
lished data). This implies that the effectiveness of our transcripts encoding well-characterized signaling and
adaptor domains (including G protein-related, proteinanalysis depended on the use of a pure, homogeneous
population of cells. kinase, SH2, SH3, and PH domains; Table 1) identified
here will have important functions in T cells.We estimate that, overall, 45% of moderately to
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We also find that the differential expression of known only 38 genes (of a total of 2000) remaining 8-fold
tissue-specific genes is stratified according to the broad differentially expressed. At face value, this suggests that
functions of the proteins that they encode. Thus, genes a significant fraction of the changes we observe may
encoding cell surface antigens and signaling molecules be the result of lineage differences. What is certain is
are more highly differentially expressed (8-fold) in that our analysis does not support the view that T cell
clone 32 as a group when compared to nonimmune subsets share generally homogeneous gene expression
tissues than genes linked to housekeeping functions, profiles with relatively minor differences developing
e.g., protein synthesis (4- to 8-fold), but less differentially upon activation.
expressed than secreted effector molecules (32-fold). The considerable similarity between the clone 32 and
Overall, the set of8-fold differentially expressed genes NK cell libraries was also unexpected. Regarding sur-
is highly enriched for transcripts encoding proteins re- face markers, the major difference between the NK and
sponsible for the phenotypic properties of the cell. This clone 32 cells consists of the reciprocal expression of
degree of stratification, given that it occurs indepen- most inhibitory NK receptors on the one hand and the
dently of overall transcript abundance, suggests that these T cell receptor complex on the other (unpublished data).
sets of genes may be coordinately regulated. Others have It is currently uncertain whether NK cells only differenti-
speculated that global mechanisms for transcriptional ate from bone marrow or whether the common T/NK
regulation, perhaps involving changes in the transcrip- progenitors described in fetal thymus (in humans and
tional apparatus or p53, may coordinate gene expres- mice) are also an important source of NK cells (Ikawa
sion during lymphocyte activation (Teague et al., 1999). et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 1994). Our initial comparisons
It may be relevant to such a process that immune-related support the view that the ontologies of CD8 and NK
genes, particularly those encoding cell surface mole- cells may be closely linked.
cules (e.g., the CD2 subset or killer inhibitory receptors) The present analysis was undertaken in anticipation
or components of the major histocompatibility complex, of the “collision” between model-driven immunology
are often highly clustered (Trowsdale, 2001), and that a and the discovery-driven field of genomics (Staudt and
striking correlation exists between genomic location, Brown, 2000). Rather than the incremental addition of
gene density, and transcriptional level (Caron et al., new genes and proteins to existing models of biological
2001). The same higher-order structural features of chro- function, genome sequencing has greatly accelerated
mosomes that enhance transcription from gene-dense the identification of all the molecular components of
regions of the genome are likely to promote the coordi- complex systems, such as T cells. The task of integrating
nated expression of functionally related genes clustered these elements into systematic, quantitative models
in these regions. In contrast to the tissue-level compari- nevertheless remains a formidable goal. A worthwhile,
son, the stratification of gene expression in clone 32 short-term objective is to identify all the components
versus the NK cell line is far less pronounced (unpub- of important systems and to reconsider the validity of
lished data), supporting a hierarchical model of cell- existing functional models within this larger context. We
specific gene regulation in lymphocytes. deliberately chose a CD8-independent, cytotoxic T cell
Microarray experiments have been invaluable for clone because it represents the simplest possible T cell
identifying sets of coordinately regulated genes, or “ex- receptor-triggering system. Our analysis strongly sug-
pression signatures,” defining lineages, differentiation gests that all the key cell surface molecules constituting
stages, and signaling pathways in lymphocytes. The the basic triggering apparatus of this cell have been
impression obtained from such studies thus far, how- identified. Existing models of this process are therefore
ever, is that these pathways involve relatively few spe- unlikely to be wrong because key elements are missing.
cific genes. For example, the T cell signature has been
defined as consisting of components of the T cell recep-
Experimental Procedurestor, the signaling proteins LAT, TRIM, and SAP, and the
surface markers CD5 and CD2 (Shaffer et al., 2001). CTL Clone and SAGE Library Generation
Against this background, the observation that the ex- Clone 32 was generated from an early HIV-1-specific CTL line grown
pression of almost 600 genes is increased 8-fold or more from the peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) of an asymptomatic,
untreated HIV-1-infected individual as described (Rowland-Jonesin clone 32 versus activated Th1- and Th2-polarized
et al., 1995). Cytolytic activity was assessed using standard 4 hrCD4 cells (Nagai et al., 2001) was unexpected. Placing
51Cr release assays. The SAGE library was produced from 5.7 gthis into context, a similar number of transcripts (650)
mRNA using the original protocol (Velculescu et al., 1995) with theare 8-fold more abundant in clone 32 than in cerebel- modifications of Powell (1998). A second SAGE library was produced
lum. We have yet to establish whether the tissue-level from CD3 CD56 NK cells purified from PBL using magnetic beads
reprogramming apparent in the CD8 and CD4 cell (unpublished data).
populations is the result of lineage commitment, or acti-
vation, or both. Although the robustness of quantitative Analysis of SAGE Sequences
microarray data is controversial (e.g., Bustin and Dorudi, Tag sequences were extracted from raw sequence data using the
2002; Ishii et al., 2000; Kothapalli et al., 2002), it has SAGE Program Group software. SAGE libraries from normal cerebel-
lum, ovary epithelium, and 12 tumors were produced by CGAP (Rig-given an indication of the numbers of genes differentially
gins and Strausberg, 2001), obtained via SAGEmap (Lash et al.,expressed on T cell activation. The CD4 T cell SAGE
2000). Libraries from activated CD4 T cells (Nagai et al., 2001),library (Nagai et al., 2001) was produced from cells 12–14
anti-CD8 bead-purified, ex vivo CD8, and negatively selected ex
days after in vitro stimulation, and microarray experi- vivo NK cells (Obata-Onai et al., 2002) were obtained from the Uni-
ments by Teague et al. (1999) indicate that after 48 hr versity of Tokyo (www.prevent.m.u-tokyo.ac.jp/sage.html). SAGE li-
of activation in vivo, the pattern of gene expression in braries were compared pairwise, and ratios of tag expression be-
tween tissues were calculated using a value of 1 per 100,000 forT cells returns to one resembling the resting profile, with
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tags absent in either of the libraries. The statistical significance of et al. (2001). The human transcriptome map: clustering of highly
expressed genes in chromosomal domains. Science 291, 1289–the observed differences in expression was calculated using the
AC statistic, designed for comparing digital gene expression profiles 1292.
(Audic and Claverie, 1997), which can, in principle, be used for Davis, S.J., and van der Merwe, P.A. (1996). The structure and ligand
analyzing differences at all gene expression levels. However, soft- interactions of CD2: implications for T-cell function. Immunol. Today
ware limitations meant that AC tests could not be used for tags 17, 177–187.
occurring more than 140 times in total. For these tags, the 2 2  Grakoui, A., Bromley, S.K., Sumen, C., Davis, M.M., Shaw, A.S.,
2 test was used. Pearson correlation coefficients for comparisons Allen, P.M., and Dustin, M.L. (1999). The immunological synapse: a
of normalized tag abundances between libraries were calculated molecular machine controlling T cell activation. Science 285,
using SPSS 11.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 221–227.
Green, C.D., Simons, J.F., Taillon, B.E., and Lewin, D.A. (2001). OpenIdentification of Transcripts Matching SAGE Tags
systems: panoramic views of gene expression. J. Immunol. MethodsTag files were linked to the SAGEmap Tag to UniGene Mapper (Lash
250, 67–79.et al., 2000). Apparent Unigene matches were rejected if these were
Gygi, S.P., Rochon, Y., Franza, B.R., and Aebersold, R. (1999). Corre-based on (1) a single EST, (2) only 5 ESTs, (3) ESTs which had been
lation between protein and mRNA abundance in yeast. Mol. Cell.incorrectly clustered, or (4) ESTs that contain a single base error
Biol. 19, 1720–1730.within the apparent tag sequence, compared to the majority of se-
quences in the cluster. Matches were also checked to ensure that Hashimoto, S., Suzuki, T., Dong, H.Y., Nagai, S., Yamazaki, N., and
they had the correct 11th base, where it could be confidently as- Matsushima, K. (1999). Serial analysis of gene expression in human
signed. Transcripts matching each tag were categorized according monocyte-derived dendritic cells. Blood 94, 845–852.
to their level of characterization and the broad molecular function Hogenesch, J.B., Ching, K.A., Batalov, S., Su, A.I., Walker, J.R.,
of their products, based on Unigene (Schuler et al., 1996), Locuslink Zhou, Y., Kay, S.A., Schultz, P.G., and Cooke, M.P. (2001). A compar-
and Refseq (Pruitt and Maglott, 2001) entries, and information in ison of the Celera and Ensembl predicted gene sets reveals little
publications linked to these databases. overlap in novel genes. Cell 106, 413–415.
Huang, X., and Madan, A. (1999). CAP3: a DNA sequence assembly
Bioinformatic Analysis of Uncharacterized Transcripts program. Genome Res. 9, 868–877.
Unigene EST clusters were assembled using CAP3 (Huang and Ma-
Hutloff, A., Dittrich, A.M., Beier, K.C., Eljaschewitsch, B., Kraft, R.,dan, 1999; run at bio.ifom-firc.it/ASSEMBLY/assemble.html), and
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Note Added in Proof
Further sequencing of the 3 untranslated region of the CD43 gene
has identified an additional SAGE tag. Taking this tag into account,
the CD43 transcript now joins the list of those selected by the three-
stage filtering process. Therefore, transcripts encoding all 18 classi-
cal T cell markers were selected by the three-stage filtering process,
implying that the process identifies all cell surface genes with key
immune functions in the CTL clone.
